WisBlock Unify Enclosure Accessories Datasheet

This section shows the mechanical drawings of the WisBlock Unify Enclosure Accessories with their dimensions. Each accessory has a mark engraved indicated by a capital letter.

The following are the quick links to the specific WisBlock Unify Enclosure mount accessories:

- Pole Mount Vertical (Mark A)
- Pole Mount Overlap Horizontal (Mark C)
- Wall Mount (Mark D)

Pole Mount Vertical (Mark A)

Description

It is used to mount the WisBlock Unify Enclosure onto the pole vertically.

- Mounting guide for small-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure
- Mounting guide for medium-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure
- Buy from Store

Figure 1: Pole mount vertical (Mark A)

Mechanical Characteristics
Pole Mount Overlap Horizontal (Mark C)

Description

It is used to mount the medium-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure onto the pole horizontally.

- Mounting guide for medium-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure
- Buy from Store

Mechanical Characteristics
Wall Mount (Mark D)

**Description**

It is used to mount the WisBlock Unify Enclosure onto the wall.

- Mounting guide for small-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure
- Mounting guide for medium-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure
- Buy from Store
Mechanical Characteristics

![Wall mount (Mark D) dimensions](image)

![Small-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure](image)  ![Medium-sized WisBlock Unify Enclosure](image)

*Figure 9: Wall mount (Mark D) mounted on WisBlock Unify Enclosures*